ess as it affects the schools has recently
received some attention. Most school
men recognize that their programs are
affected by the decisions of persons
who occupy positions in the commu
nity, state or national power system.
Although we have considerable knowl
edge of the formal governmental deci
sion-making process, we have just be
gun to investigate the process in the
less formalized power systems which
function throughout the society. Stud
ies of the decision-making processes
affecting the educational program arc
certain to provide important findings.
Among these may be the conditions
under which public opinion is mobil
ized to modify or overthrow the deci
sion-making system of a community.
The current situations in many
American communities provide oppor

tunities for the analysis of the local
decision-making process with regard to
segregation or integration of the
schools. If conditions permit, sociolo
gists are likely to focus considerable
research attention on this process in
the immediate future. The results of
such studies should add much to our
understanding of power, authority and
public opinion as they operate in the
school decision-making arena.
This brief discussion has called at
tention to only a few of the areas in
which sociology and some related as
pects of social psychology have and are
likely to contribute to our understand
ing of the educative process. Others
could be mentioned, but these should
indicate the range of social phenomena
in education which are the objects of
sociological investigation.

ARTHUR P. COLADARCI

The Relevancy of
Educational Psychology
This article indicates two important contributions which educa
tional psychology, as a body of information and as an arena of .
research activity, can make to education.

RKLEVANCY of an applied area de
T HEpends
in part upon the definition of
the process, institution, or event to
which it is applied. The contribution
that can be made by educational psy
chology is partially a function of the
particular meaning invested in "educa
tion." This statement is not merely the
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usual innocuous preface to an extended
discussion. Indeed, it is our major
thesis. Too many teachers and adminis
trators have thought of educational
psychology as consisting only of an
ordered catalogue of educational pre
scriptions, which, together with those
provided by the other foundational
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fields in education, "tell" the teacher
"how to teach" and the administrator
"how to administer." The fallacy lies
not only in the much too complimen
tary respect for the status of our knowl
edge in these areas but, more funda
mentally, in the conception of educa
tion as a collection of successful
recipes the teacher or administrator is
a person who has been armed with a
bag-of-tricks into which he reaches for
a decision regarding any given specific
professional problem. Although this
unfortunate orientation becomes an
increasingly less frequent one, it still
exists and may be partially attributable
to the turn-of-the-century efforts to
make education "scientific" by at
tempting to make it merely more
factual.^
If one, however, thinks of the nature
of the educator's role in another way,
educational psychology, and education
generally, become more powerful, ex
citing and rigorous. The conception we
have in mind can be described by be
ginning with a rather coarse but gen
erally acceptable definition of the edu
cator's role: to help the learner change
his behavior in specified desirable di
rections. Although the definition is too
ambiguous for detailed analysis, it
serves to point out the two basic factors
involved: a p rocess ( "behavior
change") and a criterion ( "specified
desirable directions"). Suppose that
the educator has clearly specified what
he means by "desirable" behavior
changes in the form of operationally
stated educational goals. (2) It appears,
now, that the focal task for the teach
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er is to so interact with his pupils, and
to so arrange the conditions and mate
rials, that these pupils will change in
the hoped-for ways. Put in these terms,
the teacher's task can be seen as one of
manipulating the learning situation in
such a way that the predicted behavior
changes actually do occur. If, at this
point, the educational psychologist
could say that we now know which
manipulations will produce the de
sired changes, no problem would exist
we have only to apply the correct
recipe. However, educational psychol
ogy cannot do this. Any particular
combination of teacher-pupil-classgroup-community-availablc materials,
etc., is somewhat different from any
other combination. There is no gen
eral prescription that can be consid
ered to be clearly valid for particu
lar cases. The teacher, then, must be
an active, continuous inquirer into the
validity of his own procedures. As
Corey puts it:
Most of the study of what should be kept
in the schools and what should go and what
should be added must be done in hundreds
of thousands of classrooms and thousands
of American communities. The studies must
be understood by those who may have to
change the way they do things as a result
of the studies. Our schools cannot keep up
with the life they are supposed to sustain
and improve unless teachers, pupils, super
visors, admininstrators, and school patrons
continuously examine what they are doing.
Singly and in groups, they must use their
imagination creatively and constructively to
identify the practices that must be changed
to meet the needs and demands of modern
life, courageously to try out those practices
that give better promise, and methodically
and systematically gather evidence to test
their worth.""

At the risk of belaboring the point,
let us put it in somewhat different
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form before considering the relevancy
of educational psychology. The educa
tor's decisions about methods, mate
rials and currircular procedures should
be thought of as hypotheses regarding
the way in which the desired behavior
changes can be brought about. These
hypotheses must be tested continuous
ly by inquiring into the degree to
which the predicted behavior changes
actually occurred. This view has been
referred to elsewhere by the writer ( 4)
as "teaching behavior defined as thetesting-of-hypotheses behavior." The
crucial element is tentativeness; ideas
and decisions about method and cur
riculum arc to be held hypothetically,
continuously tested, and continuously
revised if necessary.
Contribution of Educational
Psychology

Given this conception of the educa
tor's role, how can educational psy
chology be brought to bear on it in
helpful ways? The contribution can be
broken down into two related cate
gories. First, educational psychology,
as a body of information and an arena
of research activity, can help in the
generation of the educational hypo
theses. Intelligent hypotheses are not
chosen randomly nor are they found
full-blown. An intelligent hypothesizer
thinks along the lines of the following
model: "On the basis of the best in
formation now available to me, I hypo
thesize that this procedure will pro
duce this result." To translate this into
the context of education, we might say,
for instance: "On the basis of what I
now k now about individual differences
and the reading process, I hypothesize
that this kind of grouping-for-reading
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will lead to the kind of pupil progress
in reading that I would like to bring
about."
Educational psychology, as a source
of information, contributes to the "onthe-basis-of-what-I-now-know" portion
of the statement. It helps provide in
formation on which to base hypotheses
for particular purposes and particular
children. The teacher or adminstrator
who takes this point seriously will un
derstand that one cannot merely "take
a course in educational psychology,"
but that he must constantly keep in
formed about those developments in
this area that are most relevant to his
particular educational responsibilities.
The reader may also note that this con
ception of the interaction between
educational psychology and the teacher
means that every teacher can con
tribute to educational psychology in
the process of testing his hypotheses.
A second kind of contribution which
educational psychology can make is
that of helping teachers and adminis
trators to acquire the attitudes and
skills necessary to intelligent hypo
thesizing and the testing of hypotheses.
Limitations of space preclude an ex
plication of this. Generally, what is in
volved is learning such skills as how to
interpret data intelligently, how to ob
serve accurately, how to avoid common
logical fallacies in making inferences,
how to make adequate decisions re
garding what data should be gathered,
ways in which data can be gathered
and recorded, etc.
Both of these contributions of edu
cational psychology are shared by all
the fields represented in this sympo
sium. In the writer's view, this is the
raison d'etre of any field that purports

to be "foundational" in professional
education. Educational psychology, of
course, has many additional and some
what unique values for the educator.
We have chosen to overlook those in
this discussion' since they are covered
comprehensively and in detail in the
available published literature. Those
who are interested are invited to ex
amine the published reports of a com
mittee organized by the Executive
Committee of the National Society of
College Teachers of Education. The
first report ( 5} discussed the ways in
which educational psychology relates
to curriculum development; the sec
ond < 0) considers the nature of educa
tional psychology and its general place
in teacher education; the third < 7) gives
detailed attention to the ways in which
specific areas of educational psychology
can be helpful to the prospective teach
er; the last report ( 8) describes present
practices and developments in the
teaching of educational psychology.
It is appropriate, in this case, that
the final comment should be caution
ary as well as benedictory. The writer
has stated his position as though there
are no responsible competing alterna
tives to it. Any dogmatic flavor in the
statement is more a consequence of
brevity than of intent. Many persons
will hold that such a conception of
education as we have presented here is
both impractical and not valuable. Our
response would be that the orientation
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is at least practical in the sense that
many, many educators have learned to
behave as inquirers; the orientation
appears to be valuable in that where
one finds such an educator he usually
finds him to be valued by his col
leagues, ego-involved in his profession,
and able to criticize his procedures ra
tionally. In short, such educators do
exist and they appear to make the pro
fession a better one by their member
ship in it.
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